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Fear Minus Escape Equals Aggression by John Rogerson
John Rogerson says that if we take fear, and remove escape, we get aggression. That is why some dogs tend to be much
calmer when off leash - they don't feel as stressed when they are not constricted.
The confinement issue is just one of the many reasons that we should not force dogs to "face their fears." Our pets would
be much more comfortable if they learn that they have the option to move away from scary things.
From the experts:
 From The Dog Vinci Code: Unlock the Secrets to Training Your Dog by John Rogerson
If we start with fear and remove the escape, then we can then add the word aggression. So if we work to remove the
fear, we have a confident biter, right? Dogs that are confident at biting do it better than dogs that lack confidence –
and it is a much harder problem to correct. So surely to remove the aggression, we have to reintroduce the escape. It
has always astounded me why anyone would want to teach a fearful dog to approach people.
By nature, if a dog feels threatened by something it is unsure of then surely the best strategy is to stay away from it.
So perhaps the reason that fear behavior ends up as fear aggression is because at some stage that option has been
taken away from it.


From Manual of Clinical Behavioral Medicine for Dogs and Cats by Karen Overall

Confined spaces, such as cars, crates, or fences, may provoke or intensify territorial aggression in dogs, but in cats
true confinement is more likely to provoke arousal because of an inability to escape and/or hide (their first choice for
managing concern), resulting in aggression that is more likely due to fear or impulse-control issues.
...exposing a fearful or fearfully aggressive dog to a stimulus of which he is afraid but cannot escape will make the dog
worse.
Cornered, cage/kenneled, entrapped dogs—even if the entrapment is in their mind—with this diagnosis are more at
risk for frank aggression
Dogs who have been teased but limited in their response (e.g., because of a fence that allows someone to poke sticks
at the dog but does not permit his escape) may be at enhanced risk for fear aggression.
Dogs who have been kept in situations where they cannot escape those who threaten or scare them but who learn to
control proximity by threat (many shelter dogs) may be at enhanced risk for fear aggression.

